Teaching a Student with Poor Performance in Mathematics to Recall of Multiplication Facts Using Simultaneous Prompting with Systematic Review and Corrective Feedback
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Abstract
In this study, it was aimed to determine the effects of the Simultaneous Prompting (SP) package jointly with the systematic review and corrective feedback in teaching a student with poor performance in mathematics to recall the multiplication facts. One of the single subject designs, the multiple probes design across behaviors (sets) is used in this study. The participant is an 11 years old female student at the 6th grade who has not been diagnosed with any disability but has been getting support because of her poor performance in mathematics than her peers. The dependent variable of this study is the skill of recall multiplication facts with the sets of 3, 5 and 8. The independent variable of the study is the SP package jointly with the systematic review and corrective feedback. Results show that the SP was effective in teaching the student with low mathematical performance to the skill of recall the multiplication facts. The student generalized the learned multiplication facts to another teacher and different setting and maintained her performance on the 15th and 45th days following the systematic reviews. Considering the findings of social validity, it has been determined that the teacher presented positive opinions, as she became happy with that achievement and the method is a way, which can be adopted and implemented by all teachers. These results indicate the acceptability of the SP package and results of the study are highly meaningful. Implications and future research needs are discussed.
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1. Introduction
Individuals benefit from basic math facts for solving the problems quickly, which they frequently experience in their daily life and need for making calculations. It is based on gaining basic facts sufficiently to do mathematical facts quickly and correctly (Burns, Cooding, Boice, and Lukito; 2010; Cates and Ryhmer, 2003; Hudson and Miller, 2006; Shapiro, 2011). Basic facts, which is also a prerequisite for gaining high level mathematical skills in academic life, are the fundamental structures of mathematics and therefore it is aimed by mathematics programs to teach, how to use these skills in an efficient way (Gurgenus, 2017; Hasselbring, Goin, and Bransford, 1987; Hinton, Strozier, and Flores, 2014; McCallum and Schmitt, 2011; Mercer and Miller, 1992; Stein, Kinder, Silbert, and Carnine, 2006; Woodward, 2006).

Multiplication, as one of the basic facts, is a strategy used for determining quickly the total of groups, containing more than one equal number of elements (Baykul, 2009; Lampert, 1986; Reys, Lindquist, Lammdbin, and Smith, 2009). It is necessary to acquire the multiplication related skills in order to do higher level math facts correctly and quickly, such as multiplication without and with carry, fractions, verbal problem solving, calculation with decimal numbers and dividing etc. (Stein et al., 2006; Reys, et al., 2009). In Turkey, it is seen that goals of the multiplication skills are increasingly difficult from the second-grade level to the fourth one in the primary school mathematics program (Ministry of National Education, 2018) and multiplication is taught as a short way of addition. The skill of
basic multiplication is firstly instructed to students (as the fast and easy way of addition) and then they are memorized the multiplication facts for them to solve multiplication facts at harder levels correctly and fluently (Bender, 2008). Although, it is not right to force students to memorize the multiplication facts, making it easier for them to remember by means of some strategies, is beneficial for them from several respects. Memorization of the multiplication facts and responding it rapidly through this way makes it easier to acquire high level mathematical skills including advance level multiplication, division, solving word problems, fractions and decimal numbers (Bender, 2008; Gagne, 1982; Geary, 2011; Mercer and Miller, 1992; Woodward, 2006).

Acquiring basic mathematical skills is at least as important as acquiring self-care and daily life skills for full participation in daily life (Cawley and Miller, 1989; Erdem, Gürbüz, and Duran, 2011; Hinton et al., 2014; Sayyelski and Paulsen, 2010). Therefore, it is significantly important for students with special needs, who have poor mathematical skills to learn basic mathematical skills, like the basic facts. However, students with low mathematics performance have difficulties in gaining basic math skills such as mathematical concepts, number concept, basic facts and digit value, which have a great place in daily life. Difficulties in mathematics are attributed to reasons such as mathematics' hierarchical structure, language problems, poor reading skills, inadequate motor skills, study habits, and ineffective teaching (Gurganus, 2017; Reys et al., 2009; Allsopp, Kyger, and Lovin, 2007). However, no matter how students are ready to learn, if there are no special needs or not, there is no systematic education that includes the elements of effective teaching in well-planned lessons (Alptekin, 2019). Therefore, it is only possible for the students with poor mathematical performance to learn basic mathematical skills, is through systematic instructions, conducted based on the needs of these students (Carnine, 1997; Kame’enui, Carnine, Dixon, Simmons, and Coyne, 2002; Reys et al., 2009; Stein et al., 2006).

Errorless teaching enabling to provide systematic instruction for students contains several strategies. The Simultaneous Prompting (SP) is one of these strategies, and it is a procedure, which minimizes the possibility of students to make an error. The SP is an errorless teaching procedure, which is frequently used, as it does not need establishing any prompt hierarchy, does not need any waiting prerequisite and it is a lean procedure, which is easy to implement (Wolery, Ault and Doyle, 1992). In the SP with proven efficiency in several studies in skills of various developmental fields and disciplines, a controlling prompt is presented immediately after, the target stimulus is presented, and it is expected from the student to perform that skill. It is determined through daily probe sessions done just before teaching sessions, whether the stimulus control is done or not (Gibson and Schuster, 1992; Parrott, Schuster, Collins, and Gassaway, 2000; Sönmez, 2019; Tekin and Kircali-Iftar, 2001; Wolery et al., 1992).

In the studies researching the effect of the SP in teaching mathematical skills to special needs students with poor mathematical performance, it is observed that the skills of recognizing numbers (Akmanoğlu and Batu, 2004), telling time (Karabulut and Yılmaz, 2010), recognizing numbers and telling time (Birkan, 2005), basic facts (Ar, Deniz, and Düzkanter, 2010; Fickel, Schuster, and Collins, 1998; McCormick, 2014), operations with decimal numbers (Rao and Kane, 2009), recognizing money (Tümeğ and Sazak-Pınar, 2016) identify mathematical symbols (Gürsel, Tekin-Iftar and Bozkurt, 2006), solving time problems (Ramirez, Cengher, and Fienup, 2014); Pythagorean Theorem (Creech-Galloway, Collins, Knight, and Bausch, 2013) and determining the number of objects rapidly (Jimenez and Saunders, 2019) are taken into account as the target behaviors which are discrete or chaining. In these studies, it has been determined that, the instructions through the SP is effective in acquiring the selected target behaviors. When the training sessions of the SP is examined in these studies, it is seen that all the implementation steps of the SP process are included. In other words, the processes of giving attention signs by the trainer, presenting the skill direction, giving the controlling prompt and reinforcing the correct responses in the response interval are implemented. In the studies, it is seen that the situations of incorrect responses and no response, was provided feedback in different ways. While the wrong reactions ignored in some studies (Akmanoğlu and Batu, 2004; Tümeğ and Sazak-Pınar, 2016), it is seen that instructive feedback given in other studies (i.e. Birkan, 2005; Gürsel et al., 2006). In our study, the selected target behavior is the skill of recall the multiplication facts and a discrete skill. Recall the multiplication facts have been determined as the target behavior, as it makes it easier to gain the skills for mathematical operations such as multiplication and division of multi-digits with and without carry.

Two studies have been found in the literature related with teaching multiplication through the SP, where one of the studies was on students with mild cognitive impairment and one on the typically developing students. Rao and Mallow (2009) implemented the SP procedure in order to bring in two students with cognitive impairment the skill to recall 30 multiplication facts between 0-12 correctly. 30 multiplication facts containing multiplication facts of the aimed numbers between 0-12 were written on 3” x 5” flash cards. 5 cards were presented through the SP in each instructional session. The next set was instructed when a student has completed the multiplication facts in the set provided consecutively at least in two sessions at 100% accuracy. After each session, daily probe sessions including
asking 30 multiplication facts, were arranged with the subjects. One of the subjects has gained the whole skill during the daily probe session in the 18th day while the other in the 24th day.

Drevon and Reynolds (2018) compared the effectiveness and efficiency of the Response Repetition (RR) which is an error-correction procedure and the SP for acquisition and maintenance the multiplication facts in their study conducted on 3 students at the 3rd grade with typical developmental characteristics. In the study, 24 multiplication facts with the numbers between 0-12 were written on 3” x 5” flash cards. In each instructional session, the set made up of 8 multiplication facts were presented in turns of 4 with the RR and 4 with the SP. In instructional trials of the RR, the multiplication fact on the flash card was shown to the subjects and the answer was asked and if they answered incorrectly, an example was set for the correct answer and it was requested from the subject to repeat the operation and the result for the 5th and the last time. In the instructional trials conducted through the SP, the multiplication facts and its result on the flash card were read and then the target stimulus were presented by the researcher. Wrong answers were ignored and no feedback was provided. During daily probe sessions, the 8 presented facts were asked. At the end of the instructions, performance of students increased in both, while the RR ensured both subjects to do all multiplication facts correctly. However, the SP was found more efficient with regards to number of errors and the time for achieving the criteria.

In order to improve efficiency of students in mathematics, it is important to bring in the ability of fast, effortless and correct recall, which is necessary in mathematics for solving problems and facts (McVancel, Missall and Bruhn, 2018). It is only possible by efficiently planning systematic review-based repetition drill and practice to ensure acquiring recall requiring target skills such as multiplication table and making it easier for students to keep what they learn in their minds (Alptekin, 2019; Carnine, 1997; Kame’enui et al., 2002). Carnine, Dixon and Kame’enui (1994) defined four principles for efficient review: The first of them is that the systematic review are sufficient in number enough for the students to present their skill without any hesitation; the second one is distributing over time, the third one is must be cumulative and the fourth and last one is that practices are varied enough to illustrate applying information on various situations. And in this study, the drill and practice ensuring the students to systematic review what they have learned were done for teaching the multiplication facts by distributing over time through several cumulative repetitions jointly with the SP. By this way, it is considered the problem of unable to achieve the criteria of the study of Drevon and Reynolds (2018) can be resolved by adding several cumulative repetitions distributed over time in the SP instructional package. In addition to this, apart from two previous studies, an error correction has been done in this study by providing corrective feedback while implementing the SP.

It is expected that this study will provide contribution in the literature as there are a few numbers of studies where the SP is used for teaching the multiplication facts. In addition, it is considered that it is an original study with regards to including the drill and practices which provide systematic review of skills learned among the studies conducted with individuals with special needs. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to determine the effectiveness of SP instructional package jointly with the systematic review and corrective feedback in teaching a student with poor performance in mathematics to recall the multiplication facts. This study addressed the following research questions: (1) Is SP instructional package effective in teaching a student with poor performance in mathematics to recall the multiplication facts? (2) Will the student be able to maintain the performance, she has achieved, over time? (3) Will the student be able to generalize the recall multiplication facts she has learned across other setting and persons? (4) What are teacher’s opinions about the social importance of the study?

2. Method

2.1 Participant

The student (Ayşe, not her real name) who participated this study is an 11 years' old female student at the 6th grade who has not been diagnosed with any disability but who is getting support because of her poor performance in mathematics than her peers. Her intelligence score has been determined as 70, as a result of a WISC-R test, which was applied in the Psychiatry Clinic of the Medicine Faculty of a state university. Ayşe has been provided 3 hours weekly individual special education service for 20 months, as of the starting date of the study, in a research center of the same university, which provides education services for children with developmental delay. In this center, firstly the teacher and then the parent meetings were held by second author and in accordance with the opinions of the teacher and the parents, it was determined that Ayşe was showing significant deficiency in mathematical skills compared to her peers. Then, the "Mathematic Checklist", developed by the researchers of this study, which is directly based on observation, was applied on her. While developing the checklist, it was decided first what information to gather. It is aimed to collect information in counting, basic facts, digit value and verbal problem.
solving which are the basic math skills. After the area to gather information was determined, the sub-skills of the related skills were examined by investigating the mathematics curriculum, mathematics textbooks and auxiliary books. Later, these skills were lined up from easy to difficult, and statements of the checklist were created. This checklist was made up of 40 statements, serving to assess basic mathematical skills. In addition, the questions that serve to measure each statement were prepared and the criteria were determined. The implementer (i.e. second author) organized the test atmosphere and sat face to face with the student. Then, she asked the questions in statements in the order by means of materials and papers, which she previously prepared. As, the checklist was ordered from easy to hard, the test was ended in the first statement, which the student could not solve. Under the light of the information obtained by applying the checklist, it was determined that Ayşe was capable of addition of multiple digit numbers with and without carry, subtraction of multi digit numbers by differentiating and not differentiating decimals, skip counting, basic multiplication (as a shortcut to addition) and replacement of numbers in multiplication. It is possible to study recall the multiplication facts with students who have the skills of skip counting and basic multiplication (Hudson and Miller, 2016; Reys et al., 2009; Stein et al., 2006). As a result of the observations, it was determined that Ayşe had the skills of skip counting and basic multiplication (as a shortcut to addition) as pre-requisites for recall the multiplication facts.

2.2 Trainer

All sessions of the study have been conducted by a teacher working as a class teacher of students with intellectual disability in the research center where the study is conducted. She is a graduate of special education department. She had 8 years of experience and she has been working at the center where the research has been carried out for the last two years. She is also the participant's teacher and has been working with the student for two years. The teacher training (TT) has been provided her by the researcher (i.e., second author). The TT included a 60 minutes oral presentation on collecting data and how to conduct the training through the SP. The contents of the TT on collecting data were made up of the topics of preparing setting, describing rules to the student, presenting directions, observing the reactions of the student and recording. The contents of the training through the SP were made up of preparing materials, preparing setting, introduction to the study, indicating an attention sign, implementing the SP package, assessing and recording the progresses of student and ending the instruction. The written text related with how to conduct the procedure after completing the training, was submitted to the teacher. Then, it was requested from her to carry out a pre-training with another student and it was recorded on video. Then, the records were watched together with the researcher and feedbacks were provided. Furthermore, the same records were watched by both researchers and a reliability assessment was conducted separately for collecting data and the training. The teacher showed 99% reliability rate in collecting data and 98% in the training.

2.3 Setting

In the research, all data collection and teaching sessions were held in an approximately 8 square meter classroom located in the center. All items, objects and toys that will attract the student's attention have been removed from the setting. Instruction was in a 1:1 arrangement. In the setting, there is a table and two chairs where the teacher and the student will sit side by side. The student and the teacher sat face to face at a table suitable for the student's height. There are the record sheet and a pencil in front of the teacher in data collection sessions. There are a worksheet and a pencil in front of the student. In the teaching sessions held with SP, the worksheet and pencil are in front of the student and the progress chart in front of the teacher.

2.4 Materials

Table 1. Multiplication Facts Sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set 1</th>
<th>Set 2</th>
<th>Set 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3x4</td>
<td>5x4</td>
<td>8x4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3x6</td>
<td>5x6</td>
<td>8x6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3x8</td>
<td>5x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3x2</td>
<td>5x2</td>
<td>8x2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3x5</td>
<td>5x5</td>
<td>8x5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3x1</td>
<td>5x1</td>
<td>8x1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3x9</td>
<td>5x9</td>
<td>8x9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3x7</td>
<td>5x7</td>
<td>8x7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3x3</td>
<td>5x3</td>
<td>8x3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the study, 3 teaching sets, included multiplication facts by 3, 5 and 8 were established. Each of these sets was made up of 9 multiplication facts from x1 to x9 (see Table 1). In order to eliminate the possibility of correct answers by the subject through skip counting, the multiplications in these sets were presented to her in a composite order.

2.5 Research Design

One of the single subject research designs, the multiple probe design across behaviors (sets) was used in this study. The multiple probe design across behaviors is a design, where efficiency of an independent variable on three different behaviors is examined (Alberto and Troutman, 2009; Tekin-İftar, 2012). This design was used in the study in order to determine the effects of the SP on teaching recall multiplication facts across three different training sets to a participant. The dependent variable of the study was recall the multiplication facts of 3s, 5s and 8s, which were selected as the target behavior. Multiplication facts with 3 different numbers which were not multitudes of each other was determined in order to prevent influence learning of one on learning of others. The independent variable of the study was the training through the SP package jointly with the systematic review and corrective feedback. In order to see the effect of the independent variable on the dependent variable, three sets made up of multiplications with 3s, 5s and 8s were presented in order, when 100% success was achieved in the first set, other set was begun to be taught and a different multiplication set was presented in each and every time. In addition, while the training was continuing in a set, the probe data was collected for the other sets. Experimental control was established by presenting the independent variable in each training set in a specific order (Kırcaali-İftar and Tekin, 1997; Tawney and Gast, 1984; Tekin-İftar, 2012).

2.6 Measures

In the study, the baseline, probe, training, review, generalization and maintenance data were collected for each set in order to determine the effects of the SP package on acquisition, generalization and maintenance levels in the target skills. In addition to these, the reliability data was collected by conducting reliability assessments of the dependent and the independent variables and the social validity data was collected for determining the importance of results with social regards.

“The Data Record Form” was developed in order to collect the baseline, probe, training, review, generalization and maintenance data. This form was made up of the columns where the name and surname of the student, the date, the baseline, the multiplication facts in related set and the student's answers were recorded. While collecting data, the multiplication facts in related set were asked to the student one by one and the responses of her were recorded in the Data Record Form. For example: if, the student responded correctly when, it was asked to the student, "what is 3 times 4", (+) mark was input in the form and then passed to the question of next fact. If, the student responded wrong, a (-) mark was input in the form and then passed to the question of next fact. If, the student did not respond at all or responded hesitantly (such as, answering right at first and then wrong or vice versa), that question was asked again and if the responses continued in the same way, a (-) mark was input in the form. When, all facts were completed, the test was ended. The training data were collected through “the Progress Chart”. The name and surname of the student, duration of training, date and skill steps were included in the chart and the assessment and training sessions columns were included in the skill steps column.

Furthermore, the reliability data was also collected in the study by conducting reliability assessments of the dependent and the independent variables. The interobserver reliability data has been collected in order to test the reliability of the dependent variable, while the procedural reliability data has been collected in order to test the reliability of the independent variable. The interobserver reliability and the procedural reliability data collection forms were developed for reliability assessments. During collecting study data and the training, the behaviors of the trainer and the participant were recorded on video and 30% of these video recordings were assessed by the researchers, independent from each other.

In order to collect social validity data of the study, the social validity form for the teacher which was developed by the researchers was used. The social validity form for the teacher served for determining the strengths and weaknesses of the training through the SP package, the kind of changes the target skills would cause on the student and whether they would be useful for her to learn following skills and take advantage in her daily life based on the opinions of the teacher. There were 11 questions in total in the form as 8 of them were close-ended and 3 of them were open-ended. After, the training sessions was completed, the teacher was submitted this form and asked to respond these questions.

2.7 Analysis of Data

The efficiency, generalization and maintenance data of the study was indicated graphically and analyzed visually.
The horizontal axis of the graphic indicates the number of sessions while the vertical axis indicates the number of multiplication facts answered correctly by the student. In the study, the social validity data was analyzed by means of descriptive analysis techniques. In the study, the agreement / agreement + disagreement x 100 formulation (Erbaş, 2012; Miles and Huberman, 1994; Tawney and Gast, 1984) has been used for analyzing the interobserver reliability data. The interobserver reliability data related with the reliability of the data collected in each phase of the study is presented in the Table 2.

**Table 2. Interobserver Reliability Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Review</th>
<th>Maintenance</th>
<th>Generalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set 1</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 2</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 3</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As it can be seen from Table 2, the reliability value related with the independent variable was found 100% reliable in all sessions.

In the study, the analysis of the procedural reliability has been calculated by dividing the observed behaviors of the teacher to the planned behaviors of the teacher and multiplying it with 100 (Billingsley, White and Munson, 1980). Both researchers watched the 30% of the randomly selected records of the training. The data related with the training sessions, where procedural reliability data was collected, is presented in Table 3.

**Table 3. Procedural Reliability Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Steps</th>
<th>Set 1</th>
<th>Set 2</th>
<th>Set 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material Preparation</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting Preparation</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to the Training</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giving an Attention Signal</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementing the SP</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessing and Recording the Progresses of the Student</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completing the Training</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>%100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As it is seen from Table 3, the teacher was found 100% reliable in implementing all phases of the training sessions in all sets.

3. Procedure

The training took 22 working days excluding the maintenance sessions and the review sessions which were conducted for the final set. For each set, the baseline, training, review, generalization and maintenance sessions were conducted.

3.1 Baseline Sessions

Baseline data was calculated 3 consecutive times before starting the training.

3.2 Probe Sessions

While, the baseline and training sessions were continuing at a set in order to determine the effect of the SP in acquiring a target behavior, the probe data was collected for once in the second set while twice in the third set.

3.3 Training Sessions

Duration of the training sessions conducted through SP was 15 minutes. The training sessions of the study were conducted as six sessions in the first set and five sessions in the second and the third sets. Two trials were conducted in each session. The duration between these trials was determined as 5 seconds. The rules of training were explained to the student in the beginning of each session, the award was shown, the record chart was introduced, and the training was initiated by giving the attention signal. Then, the target stimulus was presented by the teacher to the student ("3 times 2 equals 6"). Immediately after, the skill directive was presented to the student ("now, your turn,
what is 3 times 2”). If, the student responded correctly within 5 seconds, it was determined as a progress for the student and the related column of the record chart, was input a (+) mark. If, the student did not respond within 5 seconds or responded wrong, the correct answer was provided through a corrective feedback and the related column of the record chart was input a (-) mark and the target stimulus for the following multiplication fact was presented. Also, an assessment was conducted in the beginning of each training session and data was collected during the training. The multiplication facts of the set were asked one by one in the beginning of training of each set and the responses of the student were marked on the Progress Record Chart. The training sessions were continued until the student correctly answered all multiplication facts of the training set in three consecutive assessments. When, the training of a new set was started, the review sessions were held for the previously learned set. Trainings were carried out in the similar manner for each set.

3.4 Systematic Review Sessions

Three systematic review sessions were held for each set. The data related with review sessions was collected for 3 times in cumulative way by distributed over time in a way where the previous set was repeated when the training of a new set was started while continuing training other sets. The teacher asked the multiplication facts in related set in order to the student during these review sessions and if, the student responded wrong, she immediately provided feedback by giving the correct answer. For example, if, the student did not respond the question of what is 5 times 5, correct or if she did not respond at all, the correct result of the multiplication as “5 times 5 equals 25” was provided. The wrong reactions were marked on the Data Record Form as (-).

3.5 Generalization Sessions

The generalization data was collected immediately after the review sessions by a different teacher who was in another class.

3.6 Maintenance Sessions

The maintenance data was collected in the 15th and 45th days after completing the training and review sessions of each set.

4. Results

Within the scope of the study, results obtained on the efficiency, generalization, maintenance and social validity were represented.

4.1 Efficiency

The efficiency findings of the participant are the following findings for set 1.

As it is shown in Figure 1, Ayşė responded 4, 5 and 4 correct answers in the baseline assessments conducted in 3 consecutive sessions for multiplications of 3. After, the baseline phase, 6 training sessions were conducted with Ayşė. Considering the Figure 1, Ayşė achieved the criterion by correctly responding all multiplications of 3 beginning from the 4th session of the training phase and she showed a consistent performance for three consecutive sessions. Considering the probe data of the second and third sets collected during the same process, it was observed that she answered 4 multiplications of 5 and 8, correctly. It was observed that the performance shown by Ayşė in the first probe session of the second set (while, collecting the baseline data of the first set was being collected), was maintained during the baseline phase (while, the training sessions conducted through the SP package were continued for the first set). Likewise, it was observed that the performance shown by her during the first probe session of the third set (while, collecting the baseline data of the first set was being collected), was maintained during the following probe session (while, the baseline session data was collected for the second set).

The findings of the participant are the following findings for set 2.

According to Figure 1, Ayşė answered 4 of the multiplication facts asked to her in each session during the baseline assessments collected in 3 consecutive sessions of the multiplication facts with 5. The training sessions with Ayşė for multiplication facts with 5 continued 5 sessions in total. Ayşė responded all multiplication facts correctly beginning from the third training session and showed a consistent performance for three consecutive training sessions. It was seen by examining the probe data of the third training session collected during the same process that she responded three of multiplication facts with 8. In the probe sessions during the third set, it was observed that Ayşė maintained her performance she showed during the first probe session (while, the baseline data was collected during the first set and the probe data was collected during the second set) also for the second probe session (while, the review sessions were conducted during the first set and the baseline data was collected during the second set).
The findings of the participant are the following findings for set 3.

As it is seen from Figure 1, Ayşe gave respectively 4, 3 and 4 correct answers for baseline assessments of the multiplication facts in the third set, where multiplications with 8 were included. The training sessions with Ayşe for multiplication facts with 8 continued 5 training sessions in total. Ayşe responded all multiplication facts correctly beginning from the third training session and showed a consistent performance for three consecutive training sessions.

As it is shown in Figure 1, the curves obtained from the data from all sets became distant from the curves of the baseline level. In addition to this, as the curves of probes in other sets were at the same level, while training sessions were continuing during another set; it was considered that the change observed on the student was related with the SP package. As a result, the trainings conducted through the SP were found efficient and effective for acquiring in the student the multiplication facts with 3, 5 and 8 for all three sets.

![Figure 1. Number of Correct Response during Baseline, Training, Systematic Review, Generalization and Maintenance Sessions for Ayse](image-url)
After, the training sessions, the dependent variable of the study, in other words, the review data for consecutive 3 training sessions following training of each set for determining her level of performance in multiplications of 3, 5 and 8 was collected. The student responded all multiplication facts with 3 in three consecutive sessions during the review assessments conducted after the training. In the first session of the review session conducted after training of multiplications with 5, she responded 8 questions correctly, then all of them in two other consecutive sessions. During three sessions of the review conducted after training multiplications with 8, she responded all multiplication facts correctly in all these three sessions.

4.2 Generalization

The generalization level data collected in the session following the end of the review sessions of the set taught is given in Figure 1. In the generalization session conducted in another class with another teacher Ayşe exhibited the performance observed in the review sessions by responding all multiplications with 3, 5 and 8. It was observed that Ayşe generalized her skill to recall multiplication facts, which she acquired, to every set, other class and teacher.

4.3 Maintenance

In order to determine whether Ayşe maintained her acquisition level in multiplication facts with 3, 5 and 8 from a while after the training sessions of the SP package, the maintenance data was collected in the 15th and 45th days after the end of the training. As it is seen from Figure 1, Ayşe responded all multiplication facts of all three sets with 3, 5 and 8 correctly in the 15th and 45th days after the training. Therefore, it was considered that the SP package was effective for her to maintain her performance obtained in all three sets.

4.4 Social Validity

Considering the social validity findings, 6 closed-ended and 2 open-ended questions were asked to the teacher (i.e. trainer) just after the training phase of the study was completed. These questions included the strengths and weaknesses of the SP package, what kind of changes the target behaviors would create in the student and whether they would be useful for learning future skills and her daily life. The teacher's answers were gathered under three themes. These themes are (1) impact on subsequent learning, (2) effectiveness, and (3) practice in different conditions. Regarding the effect on subsequent learning, the teacher stated that the student who gained basic multiplication in this way could learn more difficult multiplication and division facts more easily. In relation to effectiveness, she stated that she had previously done non-systematic repetitions and gave homework, but in this way, she could not gain the student the skill. She also stated that teaching with SP gives the student the opportunity to conduct many systematic teaching trials and that regular repetitions contribute to this. She stated that the SP was useful, that she would prefer to use it in other students and in the teaching of different skills, and that she would recommend it to other teacher friends to use. In addition, the student was followed by the researcher (i.e. second author) and it was observed that the student gained more difficult multiplication and division facts after training.

5. Discussion

In the study, the SP instructional package provided to a student with poor mathematical performance, jointly with systematic review that distributed over time and conducted through several cumulative repetitions, and jointly with corrective feedback, was found effective in gaining the skill of recall the multiplication facts (multiplications with 3, 5 and 8). This finding fits the findings of Rao and Mallow (2009), the only study conducted with individuals in special needs on teaching the multiplication facts. In addition to this, this finding is parallel to the findings of the studies, which indicate that, the SP is effective in teaching different mathematical skills (Akmanoğlu and Batu, 2004; Arı et al., 2010; Fickel et al., 1998; Karabulut and Yılmaz, 2010). Consequently, as there are a limited number of studies in teaching recall the multiplication facts, it can be said that the SP is an effective procedure for teaching mathematical skills to students with poor mathematical performance.

In this study, corrective feedback was provided to wrong responses of the student during training sessions through the SP package. In the only previous study on the subject conducted with students with special needs, it was seen that the wrong responses were ignored while teaching the multiplication facts through the SP (Rao and Mallow, 2009). On the other hand, in the study where the effects of Response Repetition (RR) and the SP were compared (Drevon and Reynolds, 2018), wrong responses were ignored in the training sessions conducted through the SP procedure. In the study of Drevon and Reynolds (2018), corrective feedbacks were provided to the student during training sessions conducted through RR and it was also ensured that the student responded the correct answer for 5 times. In the training sessions where the SP was implemented, like the study of Rao and Mallow (2009), wrong responses were ignored, and no response repetition was done. At the end of the study, it was concluded that the RR was more
effective for two students and had a similar effect for one student. Although, their study was conducted with typically developing students, this result might be based on not providing any corrective feedback during training sessions through the SP. From this perspective, it can be recommended for instructors to apply corrective feedback, while teaching through the SP. However, it is not sufficient to indicate that, only based on the result of this study. Several studies are needed for determining the effects of the corrective feedback in trainings through the SP.

The generalization related findings of the study show that a student with poor mathematical performance generalizes her performance that she acquired conducted the training session, to a different setting and other teacher. In the study of Rao and Mallow (2009), it was concluded that two students with mild cognitive impairment could generalize the multiplication facts they learned to another environment, to other persons and other materials. The generalization findings, which were obtained in other studies where various target skills are brought in through the SP, show similarity (Akmanoğlu and Batu, 2004; Birkan, 2005; Gürsel et al., 2006; Rao and Kane, 2009). Consequently, it can be said that the SP procedure is effective in causing generalization for teaching mathematical skills. Considering that improving academic success of students is an important variable for increasing their social acceptance (Lewis and Doorlag, 1999; Maag and Webber, 1995; Mastropieri and Scruggs, 2004; Salend, 2001), the importance of showing mathematical skills in different environments in the presence of different people, becomes apparent.

In the study, it is concluded that training package through the SP is effective in maintaining the learned multiplication facts. This result coincides with the results of the previous study (Rao and Mallow, 2009), where a student with mild cognitive impairment taught the multiplication facts. In both studies, the skill of recall the multiplication facts is a single-step discrete skill. Likewise, in the literature studies where the effects of discrete skills (Akmanoğlu and Batu, 2004; Birkan, 2005; Gürsel et al., 2006; Karabulut and Yılmaz, 2010; Tümeğ and Sazak-Pınar, 2016), as well as the chained skills (Arl et al., 2010; Creech-Galloway et al., 2013; Rao and Kane, 2009), in teaching mathematical through the SP on various dependent variables, it was observed that the participants maintained the target skill they gained through that training procedure. It is suggested that cumulative drills by distributing over time as one of the principles of efficient review for implementing permanent learning in teaching mathematical skills is necessary (Hudson and Miller, 2006; Stein et al., 2006). The purpose of systematic review sessions is to provide correction, when the student makes a mistake and improve maintenance of the skills which she has learned. It is only possible by efficiently planning systematic review-based drill and practices to ensure gaining recollection requiring target skills such as multiplication table and making it easier for students to keep what they learn in their minds (Alptekin, 2019; Carnine, 1997; Kame’enui et al., 2002). In this study, the number of drill and practices distributing over time and cumulative, three of four principles defined by Carnine et al., (1994) for efficient review and repetition exercises, are included. However, in order to provide experimental control, the principle of providing diversity enough to illustrate the application of information to different situations could not be included in the drill and practices. In this study, apart from previous studies, when, teaching of a set was started by completing teaching another set, review sessions were conducted by cumulatively repeating the previously learned sets. From this point of view, the importance of cumulative, distributed over time for maintaining recall the multiplication facts can be emphasized. However, it is not accurate to come to a certain judgment from the data obtained in this study. McVansel et al., (2018) indicates that there are a fewer number of studies analyzing the effects of cumulative drill and practices in mathematics compared to other disciplines. In accordance with this, planning studies, where the trainings with and without systematic review sessions, might be a suggestion for future studies.

In the social validity findings of the study, the teacher (i.e. trainer) presented positive opinions as the SP is a useful, feasible and recommendable procedure. In addition to this, she indicated that she could not make the student recall the multiplication facts even after implementing several trials and regular repetitions provided great contribution to that. These positive opinions of the teacher on the SP procedure show that, this is a procedure, which can be adopted and used by other teachers and the social validity of the study results, are also high for the teacher. In two previous studies on teaching the multiplication facts through the SP, no social validity finding was collected. However, it is observed that social validity data was collected in relatively a fewer number of studies, where the effects of teaching through the SP for teaching different target skills were studied. The data of these studies coincide with the data obtained in this study (Akmanoğlu and Batu, 2004; Arı et al., 2010; Tümeğ and Sazak-Pınar, 2016). In other studies, data of social validity was collected by discussing the issue with teachers or parents, while no social data of validity was collected by discussing it with students. In this study, the social validity data was collected only by discussing the issue with the teacher and no issue related social validity data of parents and/or the student was collected. Consequently, the social validity findings of the study are limited with the teacher's opinions.
It is considered that this study will be a guide for the experts, researchers and teachers working in the discipline of this study for bringing in students the skill of recall the multiplication facts by means of the SP. However, it should be noted that the results obtained from this study are limited with the student participated in it and the multiplications of 3, 5 and 8, taught to that student. In this direction, several studies can be replicated by conducting with several subjects. In addition to this, new studies can be designed on whether it is possible or not to obtain similar results from students with prerequisite skills, who have autism, intellectual or learning disabilities. The effects of this study, which was conducted through one-to-one teacher-student interaction, can be examined by conducting a similar study on a group. The effects of instructional packages, where corrective feedback is included and not, can be examined for the trainings conducted through the SP procedure. Furthermore, efficiency studies, which will reveal the effects of cumulative distributed over time on recall multiplication facts more than this study, can be planned. Studies, where efficiency and effectiveness of various prompting systems in recall the multiplication facts from memory, can also be conducted.
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